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Key Takeaways
MongoDB, Microsoft, couchbase, AWS, 
Google, And redis Labs Lead The Pack
forrester’s research uncovered a market in 
which MongodB, Microsoft, couchbase, aWs, 
Google, and redis Labs are Leaders; MarkLogic, 
datastax, aerospike, oracle, Neo4j, and iBM 
are strong Performers; and saP, arangodB, and 
ravendB are contenders.

Performance, Scalability, Multimodel, And 
Security Are Key Differentiators
The Leaders we identified support a broader 
set of use cases, automation, good scalability 
and performance, and security offerings. The 
strong Performers have turned up the heat on the 
incumbents. contenders offer lower costs and are 
ramping up their core NosQL functionality.

Why read This report
NosQL has become critical for all businesses to 
support modern business applications. in our 
26-criterion evaluation of NosQL providers, we 
identified the 15 most significant ones — 
aerospike, amazon Web services (aWs), 
arangodB, couchbase, datastax, Google, iBM, 
MarkLogic, Microsoft, MongodB, Neo4j, oracle, 
ravendB, redis Labs, and saP — and 
researched, analyzed, and scored them. This 
report shows how each provider measures up and 
helps enterprise architecture (ea) professionals 
select the right one for their needs.
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The 15 Providers That Matter Most And How They Stack Up

The rise of Big data NosQL Platforms

NosQL is more than a decade old. it has gone from supporting simple schemaless apps to becoming a 
mission-critical data platform for large fortune 1000 companies. it has already disrupted the database 
market, which was dominated for decades by relational database vendors. Today, half of global data and 
analytics technology decision makers either have implemented or are implementing NosQL platforms, 
taking advantage of the benefits of a flexible database that serves a broad range of use cases.1 
enterprises like NosQL’s ability to scale out using low-cost servers and a flexible, schemaless model that 
can store, process, and access any type of business data. NosQL platforms give ea pros greater control 
over data storage and processing, along with a configuration that accelerates application deployments. 
While many organizations are complementing their relational databases with NosQL, some have started 
to replace them to support improved performance, scale, and lower their database costs.

forrester defines big data NosQL as:

A nonrelational database management system that provides storage, processing, and accessing 
of any type of data and which supports a horizontal, scale-out architecture based on a 
schemaless and flexible data model.

NoSQL Vendors continue To Deliver enterprise Features To Support complex Workloads

NosQL covers a range of nonrelational databases, such as key-value, document, and graph 
databases, that are optimized for a new generation of business apps, including social media, customer 
360, advanced insights, real-time, and operational apps. NosQL vendors are delivering innovative 
features, such as ai and machine learning automation, integration with apache spark and streaming 
technology, support for sQL and simplified aPis, and extensive administrative tools. enterprises 
seeking NosQL platforms should look for vendors that:

 › Focus on AI/machine learning automation deployment capabilities. With organizations ramping 
up their NosQL database deployments, the need for greater automation has become critical. 
This includes automating provisioning, tuning, optimization, indexing, patching, upgrading, high 
availability, and security. These capabilities not only accelerate deployments; they also support 
larger and more complex applications with minimal effort. enterprise buyers should take heed of 
the various differences in ai/machine learning automation offerings and carefully map them to their 
specific requirements, now and for the future.

 › Press the advantages of open source. digital transformation often runs on open source 
software.2 Today, open source NosQL solutions are stable and ready for primetime. enterprises like 
NosQL’s rapidly evolving ecosystem, low cost, minimized vendor lock-in, and easier customization 
for complex deployments. While many NosQL vendors offer open source solutions, look for 
vendors that lead active NosQL communities, contribute software to enhance the open source 
platform, and engage with customers to drive innovation. Pricing, packaging, and support services 
also differentiate the vendors.
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 › Integrate with large ecosystems for tools and technologies. NosQL databases are the 
foundation on which to build great, modern business applications and support advanced insights. 
However, NosQL needs a strong ecosystem of tools and technologies offered by partners that can 
help accelerate deployments. These include tools to support data integration, data quality, security, 
governance, distributed management, and data pipelining. When acquiring a NosQL platform, ea 
pros should look at the breadth and depth of partnerships the vendor supports to take advantage 
of their tools and services.

evaluation summary

The forrester Wave evaluation highlights Leaders, strong Performers, contenders, and challengers. 
it’s an assessment of the top vendors in the market and does not represent the entire vendor 
landscape. You’ll find more information about this market in our overview report on NosQL providers.3

We intend this evaluation to be a starting point only and encourage clients to view product evaluations 
and adapt criteria weightings using the excel-based vendor comparison tool (see figure 1 and see 
figure 2). click the link at the beginning of this report on forrester.com to download the tool.
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FIGUre 1 forrester Wave™: Big data NosQL, Q1 2019
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FIGUre 2 forrester Wave™: Big data NosQL scorecard, Q1 2019
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FIGUre 2 forrester Wave™: Big data NosQL scorecard, Q1 2019 (cont.)
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All scores are based on a scale of 0 (weak) to 5 (strong).

*Indicates a nonparticipating vendor.

vendor offerings

forrester included 15 vendors in this assessment: aerospike, amazon Web services, arango dB, 
couchbase, datastax, Google, iBM, MarkLogic, Microsoft, MongodB, Neo4j, oracle, ravendB, redis 
Labs, and saP (see figure 3).
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FIGUre 3 evaluated vendors and Product information
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vendor Profiles

our analysis uncovered the following strengths and weaknesses of individual vendors.

Leaders

 › MongoDB remains the most popular NoSQL database. MongodB is used by more than 8,000 
companies, including many fortune 100 companies. it is popular among app developers largely 
because of its ease of use, simplified model, on-demand and elastic scale, multicloud support, 
and comprehensive tooling. With the release of 4.0, MongodB offers multidocument acid 
transactions. it supports autosharding, built-in replication, search, and mixed-workload capabilities. 
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Top use cases include 360-degree analytics, real-time analytics, streaming analytics, fraud and 
risk management, and other multiple workloads. customer references like MongodB’s innovative 
features, faster time-to-value platform, and technical support.

 › Microsoft starts to get strong traction with Azure cosmos DB. azure cosmos dB is Microsoft’s 
globally distributed, multimodel database that enables users to elastically scale compute and 
storage across azure geographic regions. as a foundational azure service, it is available in all azure 
regions. its simplified database with relaxed consistency levels and low-latency access makes 
it easier to develop globally distributed apps. cosmos dB automatically indexes all data without 
requiring schema or secondary indices, supports rich sQL and Javascript queries, and offers 
multidocument acid transactions. customer references like its resilience, low maintenance, cost 
effectiveness, high scalability, multimodel support, and faster time-to-value. They use cosmos dB 
for operational apps, real-time analytics, streaming analytics, and internet-of-things (ioT) analytics.

 › couchbase has a high-performance and scalable NoSQL offering. couchbase is an open 
source, distributed, multimodel NosQL database that is optimized for interactive applications. 
couchbase is designed to provide easy-to-scale key-value or document storage, processing, and 
access with low-latency requirements. firms use couchbase to support massively interactive use 
cases, some of which include social and mobile/ioT applications, healthcare, financial services, 
content and metadata stores, ecommerce, and online gaming applications. couchbase provides 
full support for documents, a flexible data model, indexing, full-text search, and Mapreduce 
for real-time analytics. customer references use couchbase to support various mission-critical 
workloads, including operational, analytical, and mixed workloads.

 › Amazon Web Services offers several NoSQL databases to support various use cases. aWs 
dynamodB is a fully managed NosQL database-as-a-service (dBaas) that is deployed across 
various types of workloads, including operational, transactional, and analytical. it automatically 
shards the data across a compute farm to support large-scale, high-performance database 
deployments. dynamodB is tightly integrated with aWs eMr and aWs s3, offering the ability to 
store and run big data initiatives. dynamodB natively supports both key-value and document models 
and geospatial data sets. Besides dynamodB, aWs also offers other NosQL databases such as 
Neptune, a graph database, and a time-series database. enterprises use dynamodB to support 
social media apps, gaming, real-time and operational workloads, ioT apps, and other ecommerce 
apps. customer references like dynamodB’s support, performance, scale, and high availability.

 › Google offers multiple NoSQL database solutions. Google offers two NosQL platforms: cloud 
firestore and cloud Bigtable. Google cloud firestore is a serverless, schema-agnostic database 
that supports automatic sharding, high availability, acid transactions, strong consistency, sQL-like 
queries, indexes, and durability for various types of workloads, but it’s targeted at mobile, web, and 
ioT apps. cloud Bigtable is scalable, wide-column database service — the same database that 
powers many Google services, such as search, analytics, Maps, and Gmail. cloud Bigtable scales 
to handle massive workloads at consistent low latency and high throughput for both operational 
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and analytical applications, including ioT, user analytics, advertising technology (adtech), and 
financial data analysis. customer references like Google’s performance, developer-level flexibility, 
automated scalability, and ease of use.

 › redis Labs delivers a high-performing NoSQL database. redis is a multimodel, open source, 
in-memory database platform whose key development is currently sponsored by redis Labs. 
redis supports both relaxed and strong consistency, a flexible schemaless model, high availability, 
and ease of deployment. an enterprise version encapsulates the open source software and 
provides additional capabilities for geodistributed active-active deployments (multicloud, hybrid, 
on-premises) with high availability and linear scaling, while supporting the open source aPi. 
companies use redis for customer 360, machine learning, ioT, search, and real-time analytics as 
well as for ecommerce, social metering solutions, and other use cases. customer references like 
its innovation for machine learning apps, performance, scale, customer support, and support for 
diverse NosQL use cases.

Strong Performers

 › MarkLogic offers a mature NoSQL database for various use cases. MarkLogic is the only 
NosQL document database vendor that has offered a NosQL product for more than a decade. 
it provides enterprise-class capabilities to store, process, and access all kinds of data sets for 
a variety of use cases. MarkLogic runs on on-premises, hybrid-cloud, and multicloud platforms, 
including aWs, azure, and Google cloud Platform. customers most commonly deploy MarkLogic 
for mixed workloads — including transactional, analytical, and operational. some use it for 
customer 360 analytics, healthcare analytics, real-time analytics, fraud detection, information 
discovery, content delivery, and digital supply chain management. customer references like its 
ability to eliminate data silos, faster time-to-value, security, search, and simplicity.

 › DataStax delivers a viable NoSQL geodistributed database. datastax distributes, contributes, 
and supports the commercial enterprise version of apache cassandra, an open source project. 
datastax continues to execute well to support global apps that demand low-latency access 
to critical data. datastax enterprise (dse) has a masterless, shared-nothing architecture with 
multimodel and in-memory capabilities, along with built-in analytics and enterprise search that 
can run on-premises or in the cloud. datastax supports various types of business applications, 
including transactional, analytical, translytical, predictive analytics, graph, and mixed 
workloads. Top use cases include fraud detection, product catalogs, consumer personalization, 
recommendation engines, and ioT apps. customer references like its distributed architecture, 
technical support, performance, and low cost of ownership.

 › Aerospike leverages memory to support high-performance NoSQL. aerospike is a key-value 
distributed NosQL database that provides horizontal scale and features a multitiered storage 
engine, hybrid-memory architecture designed for all-draM, draM/flash, and all-flash storage. it’s 
deployed at scale in public and private clouds — as well as in data centers — and is provided as 
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a dual-license product. aerospike is used by enterprises in financial services, telecommunications, 
technology, retail, ecommerce, adtech, and gaming. use cases include recommendations engines, 
digital payments, fraud detection, and other real-time applications. customer references like its 
speed, ease of scale, support, low latency, high-availability access and simplified storage, and 
access for strategic operational applications.

 › oracle’s NoSQL is a viable option for oracle customers. oracle NosQL database appeals to 
companies looking for acid transactions; geodistributed data; granular security controls; and 
integration with oracle database, oracle Wallet, spark, and Hadoop. oracle NosQL has its roots 
as a key-value database, but it also supports wide-column tables, schemaless JsoN, and property 
graph data models, delivering excellent performance, scale, security, and high availability. Many 
oracle customers use oracle NosQL to balance the need for scale-out workloads of simpler 
key-value data with the rich set of relational data management capabilities needed in their core 
business systems — or when supporting new applications that have frequently changing key-value 
data, such as profiles for fraud detection, customer 360, and ioT apps.

 › Neo4j is a popular NoSQL graph database that supports many use cases. Neo4j provides 
an open source property graph database and has an enterprise edition that includes clustering, 
multiple geographies, and security as well as extensions that support graph analytics and 
algorithms, visual graph discovery and exploration, and big data integration. Thousands of 
community deployments and more than 300 customers harness connected data with Neo4j. Neo4j 
is driving a multivendor initiative to develop an iso/WG3 standard Graph Query Language with 
contribution from its cypher language and the opencypher.org community project. customer 
references like its native storage and processing of graph data models and its full acid-compliant, 
flexible data models, and high performance for connected data. customers often use it for real-
time recommendations, ai, graph-based search, social networking, ioT analytics, fraud detection, 
and master data management.

 › IBM cloudant is a viable cloud NoSQL offering. iBM acquired cloudant in 2014 to expand its 
dBaas and support various NosQL cases. iBM cloudant is a fully managed NosQL document 
database that is compatible with apache couchdB. cloudant documents are stored in triplicate 
across three separate availability zones for in-region high availability and disaster recovery. 
customers use cloudant for real-time analytics, ioT analytics, streaming analytics, and operational 
workloads. iBM provides hosting, administrative tools, analytics, and support for cloudant, and 
it has deployments spread across a variety of industries, including financial services, gaming, 
manufacturers, telcos, retailers, and healthcare.

contenders

 › SAP offers a new multimodel NoSQL database: orientDB. saP acquired callidus software in 
2018, which in turn acquired orientdB in 2017.4 orientdB is the key contributor to and supporter 
of orientdB, an open source, multimodel NosQL database written in Java that was first released 
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in 2010. orientdB supports schemaless, hybrid, and schema-based models and leverages sQL as 
a query language in addition to Gremlin and sParQL. orientdB has a fully acid-compliant graph 
database to support transactional and operational use cases. customer references mention its 
multimodel engine, ease of use, reliable performance, and small footprint as core strengths. Key 
use cases for orientdB include asset management, network management, cybersecurity, social 
networking, recommendation engines, and fraud detection.

 › ArangoDB offers good NoSQL databases for specific use cases. arangodB is a multimodel 
NosQL database that supports key-value, document, and graph data models with one database 
core and a unified query language called aQL. arangodB provides scalable queries when working 
with graph data. arangodB can be deployed on-premises and in the cloud, including aWs, Google 
cloud Platform, and Microsoft azure. customer references like its graph support, flexible data 
model, query language, and simple approach. They use arangodB for transactional, operational 
workloads, and they like its faster time-to-value for business initiatives.

 › ravenDB has a viable transactional NoSQL database. Hibernating rhinos, a database provider, 
offers ravendB a NosQL transactional database that supports document, key-value, and graph 
data models. ravendB runs on-premises and in the cloud, including aWs and azure. it offers 
support for spatial data, full-text search, popular programming and query languages, and various 
security features. ravendB declined to participate in our research.

evaluation overview

We evaluated vendors against 26 criteria, which we grouped into three high-level categories:

 › current offering. each vendor’s position on the vertical axis of the forrester Wave graphic 
indicates the strength of its current offering. Key criteria for these solutions are data types, 
application development, streaming, data consistency, self-service and automation, transactions, 
data security, multimodel, architecture, performance, scalability, global distributed, high availability/
disaster recovery, tooling, workloads, and use cases.

 › Strategy. Placement on the horizontal axis indicates the strength of the vendors’ strategies. We 
evaluated ability to execute, road map, professional services, open source, and technical support.

 › Market presence. represented by the size of the markers on the graphic, our market presence 
scores reflect each vendor’s product revenue, install base, market awareness, partnerships, and 
reach.

Vendor Inclusion criteria

forrester included 15 vendors in the assessment: aerospike, amazon Web services, arangodB, 
couchbase, datastax, Google, iBM, MarkLogic, Microsoft, MongodB, Neo4j, oracle, ravendB, redis 
Labs, and saP. each of these vendors:
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 › offers a comprehensive, enterprise-class NoSQL database. The vendor must offer the following 
core NosQL components, tools, and features: 1) support for core NosQL features and functionality, 
including high availability, concurrency, security, performance, scalability and administration; 2) 
support for data storage for persistence, integrity, storage, backup, and access; 3) native tools 
developed by the vendor or integration with third-party vendors to support data loading, unloading, 
security management, integration, data quality, archiving, etc.; 4) support for acid compliance 
or eventually consistency; 5) support for a flexible data model; 6) support for multiple concurrent 
queries, transactions, and operational reporting; and 7) the ability to be deployed on-premises, in 
the cloud, or both.

 › Provides a standalone NoSQL solution. The solution isn’t technologically tied or bundled to 
any particular application, product, or solution. vendors must market the NosQL solution as a 
standalone product. a customer must be able to buy the NosQL solution independent of other 
products.

 › Has a referenceable install base. evaluated vendors have 25 or more unique enterprise 
customers using the NosQL product that span more than one major geographical region.

 › Is publicly available. The participating vendors must have actively marketed their NosQL product 
as of November 1, 2018.

 › Has customer interest. forrester included only vendors that were mentioned several times by 
customers during forrester inquiry calls during the past 12 months.

 › Has client inquiries and/or technologies that put the vendor on Forrester’s radar. forrester 
clients often discuss the vendors and products through inquiries and interviews; alternatively, the 
vendor may, in forrester’s judgment, warrant inclusion or exclusion in this evaluation because of 
technology trends and market presence.
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supplemental Material

online resource

We publish all our forrester Wave scores and weightings in an excel file that provides detailed product 
evaluations and customizable rankings; download this tool by clicking the link at the beginning of this 
report on forrester.com. We intend these scores and default weightings to serve only as a starting 
point and encourage readers to adapt the weightings to fit their individual needs.

The Forrester Wave Methodology

a forrester Wave is a guide for buyers considering their purchasing options in a technology 
marketplace. To offer an equitable process for all participants, forrester follows The forrester Wave™ 
Methodology Guide to evaluate participating vendors.

engage With an analyst

Gain greater confidence in your decisions by working with forrester thought leaders to apply  
our research to your specific business and technology initiatives.

Forrester’s research apps for ioS and Android.
stay ahead of your competition no matter where you are.

Analyst Inquiry

To help you put research 
into practice, connect 
with an analyst to discuss 
your questions in a 
30-minute phone session 
— or opt for a response 
via email.

Learn more.

Analyst Advisory

Translate research into 
action by working with  
an analyst on a specific 
engagement in the form 
of custom strategy 
sessions, workshops,  
or speeches.

Learn more.

Webinar

Join our online sessions 
on the latest research 
affecting your business. 
each call includes analyst 
Q&a and slides and is 
available on-demand. 

Learn more.

https://www.forrester.com/marketing/policies/forrester-wave-methodology.html
https://www.forrester.com/marketing/policies/forrester-wave-methodology.html
http://www.forrester.com/app
http://forr.com/1einFan
http://www.forrester.com/Analyst-Advisory/-/E-MPL172
https://www.forrester.com/events?N=10006+5025
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in our review, we conduct primary research to develop a list of vendors to consider for the evaluation. 
from that initial pool of vendors, we narrow our final list based on the inclusion criteria. We then gather 
details of product and strategy through a detailed questionnaire, demos/briefings, and customer 
reference surveys/interviews. We use those inputs, along with the analyst’s experience and expertise in 
the marketplace, to score vendors, using a relative rating system that compares each vendor against 
the others in the evaluation.

We include the forrester Wave publishing date (quarter and year) clearly in the title of each forrester 
Wave report. We evaluated the vendors participating in this forrester Wave using materials they 
provided to us by december 19, 2019, and did not allow additional information after that point. We 
encourage readers to evaluate how the market and vendor offerings change over time.

in accordance with The forrester Wave™ vendor review Policy, forrester asks vendors to review our 
findings prior to publishing to check for accuracy. vendors marked as nonparticipating vendors in the 
forrester Wave graphic met our defined inclusion criteria but declined to participate in or contributed 
only partially to the evaluation. We score these vendors in accordance with The forrester Wave™ and 
The forrester New Wave™ Nonparticipating and incomplete Participation vendor Policy and publish 
their positioning along with those of the participating vendors.

Integrity Policy

We conduct all our research, including forrester Wave evaluations, in accordance with the integrity 
Policy posted on our website.

endnotes
1 source: forrester analytics Global Business Technographics® data and analytics survey, 2018.

2 see the forrester report “The i&o Pro’s Guide To enterprise open source cloud adoption, Q1 2018.”

3 see the forrester report “vendor Landscape: Graph databases.”

4 source: “saP completes acquisition of callidus software inc.,” saP press release, april 5, 2018 (https://news.sap.
com/2018/04/sap-completes-acquisition-of-callidus-software-inc/).

https://www.forrester.com/marketing/policies/wave-vendor-review-policy.html
https://www.forrester.com/marketing/policies/wave-vendor-nonparticipation-policy.html
https://www.forrester.com/marketing/policies/wave-vendor-nonparticipation-policy.html
http://www.forrester.com/marketing/policies/integrity-policy.html
http://www.forrester.com/marketing/policies/integrity-policy.html
http://www.forrester.com/go?objectid=RES140932
http://www.forrester.com/go?objectid=RES121473
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